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The practice and industry of organizational coaching are now well-established, but how
it is understood theoretically continues to lag behind. Here, we analyze possible reasons
for this state of affairs and argue that the development of coaching as an academic
discipline will benefit from adopting philosophical pragmatism as an overarching the-
oretical framework. This move will enable coaching academics to utilize the contribu-
tions to knowledge that different paradigms generate. Positioning pragmatism as a
theory of action, we argue that organizational coaching is by default a pragmatic en-
terprise and provide three examples of the considerable benefits to be gained by con-
ceptualizing it this way: (1) Drawing from the pragmatists’ ideas, particularly those of
John Dewey, we demonstrate how the theoretical understanding of organizational
coaching can be enhanced by considering its nature as a joint inquiry; (2) Pragmatism
suggests development as an ultimate purpose for organizational coaching, which also
helps to resolve fundamental conceptual debates; and (3) In light of the complexity and
diversity involved in the way that organizational coaching is practiced, pragmatism
offers coaches a useful framework for developing the flexibility required for navigating
the multiplicity of influences on their practice.
There is no doubt that coaching practice in an
organizational context is now well-established (CIPD,
2015; ICF, 2016;Grant, Passmore, Cavanagh, &Parker,
2010; de Haan & Duckworth, 2013; Theeboom,
Beersma, & van Vianen, 2013; Athanasopoulou &
Dopson, 2015; Ellinger, Hamlin &Beattie, 2017), and
can be recognized as “a mainstream activity in orga-
nizations worldwide” (Grant, 2013: 15). It is an oc-
cupation for a substantial number of professional
coaches (ICF, 2016); it has become an additional fully
recognized role for internal coaches (Ridler Report,
2013); and it is a strongly encouraged activity
for managers in supporting employees (Ellinger,
Beattie, & Hamlin, 2014). Both the numbers of post-
graduate courses in coaching in the UK and the
number of institutions offering continuing education
in coaching in the US have reached triple figures
(Fillery-Travis & Collins, 2017) to meet this demand.
However, we argue that currently it is an industry
without a discipline, where a “discipline” is a branch
of knowledge that is sufficiently developed to be
recognized as such by learned societies (Serenko &
Bontis, 2013).
To grow into a recognized discipline, which in the
case of organizational coaching would be a “soft-
applied” discipline, for example, along with man-
agement or education (Becher, 1994; Serenko &
Bontis, 2013), coaching scholars should aim to
demonstrate the fulfillment of at least two functions:
The first concerns theoretical developments that
advance conceptual understanding of the phenom-
ena of organizational coaching and the body of
knowledge that acts as its epistemic foundation,
which can be utilized to inform other disciplines.
The second function is about contributions made to
improvements in the state of practice and, by ex-
tension, quality of life (Serenko & Bontis, 2013:
137–138).
Several established coaching scholars argue that
there is some evidence of progress being made in
relation to both of these functions in the forming of
coaching as a discipline (Fillery-Travis & Collins,
2017; Grant, 2011; Stern & Stout Rostron, 2013; de
Haan, Bertie, Day, & Sills, 2010). However, others
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show concern that the theoretical understanding
of coaching practice, particularly essential for the
fulfillment of the first function, is thus far less
than satisfactory (Boyatzis, Smith, & Van Oosten,
2015; Ellinger, Hamlin, & Beattie, 2008; Western,
2012; Cox, Bachkirova, & Clutterbuck, 2014a;
Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015; Myers, 2017). Al-
though the literature on coaching practice keeps
growing and offers many models and definitions of
coaching, several of those models are opinion-based
marketing devices primarily developed by practi-
tioners to promote their specific approaches to
coaching, which are rarely supported by empirical
research or justified by conceptual analysis (Jackson,
2004).
We suggest that what seems to be lacking for the
development of organizational coaching as a disci-
pline is serious conceptual work that problematizes
coaching practice in organizations, builds on rele-
vant ideas and concepts from other fields, and offers
theoretical propositions that are uniquely relevant to
organizational coaching (Western, 2012; Cavanagh&
Lane, 2012; Bachkirova, 2017). We believe that this
conceptual work is needed to provide new mean-
ingful propositions and questions to test and explore
beyond themere asking of “whether coaching works
or not” in research projects. This is important be-
cause this new type of research, in turn,will enhance
our understanding of coaching practice and produce
new theories unique to this discipline. We further
argue that a strong theoretical understanding of
coaching practice in organizations is essential for
establishing the reputation of coaching as a disci-
pline and increasing its potential contribution to
wider knowledge. This could lead to coaching be-
coming a “reference discipline”which, as described
by Serenko and Bontis (2013), is a discipline that
provides theoretical, conceptual, and methodologi-
cal contributions to other scientific disciplines.
That said, theoretical development of a new dis-
cipline alongside research projects and evidence-
building requires at least two further conditions:
good use of knowledge developed in other reference
disciplines and effective dialogue between diverse
contributors to knowledge. We argue here that phil-
osophical pragmatism offers a unique contribution
for the organizational coaching discipline in both of
these regards.
The first condition implies informed engagement
with the elements of practice, identified as defini-
tions, domains, relationships, and predictive claims
(Wacker, 1998), as well as consideration of these in
the context of wider theoretical knowledge provided
by other relevant disciplines. Theory-building in
coaching should, therefore, benefit from the de-
liberation of insights gained into essential concepts
that are concerned with human nature, learning,
change, and development that have been the focus of
attention in such “reference disciplines” as philos-
ophy, psychology, psychotherapy, anthropology,
sociology, and so forth (Cox, et al., 2014a). We be-
lieve that philosophical pragmatism can provide a
sound framework for establishing essential elements
of organizational coaching and inform on-going,
unresolved issues and debates found in coaching
literature. We include examples of how pragmatism
can inform our theoretical understanding of coach-
ing later below.
Theory building also inevitably implies an in-
tention to engage with the question of what is con-
sidered credible knowledge (Bem & de Jong, 2013);
however, scholars working on the development of
coaching as a discipline come from multiple theo-
retical backgrounds and fields of knowledge. As a
consequence, it could be argued that the scholarship
of organizational coaching “speaks different lan-
guages,” depending on the intellectual origins of the
commentators, and subsequently, uses different cri-
teria of quality when judging research, publications,
and coaching programs (Western, 2012; Cox et al.,
2014a; Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015). This vari-
ation in frameworks for assessment and analysis can
also have a significant bearing on how professional
practice should be conceptualized (Fishman, 1999;
Peterson, 1991). For example, from what could be
identified as a typical modernist worldview, the
process of professional practice looks like a step-by-
step approach that starts from laws discovered in
core science, which are then modified in applied
research, translated into a method, and finally de-
livered by professionals as an intervention to clients
(Peterson, 1991). However, for thosewho take amore
systemic view, actual practice has very little re-
semblance to thismodel (Stacey, 2003, 2012; Jones &
Corner, 2012; Cavanagh & Lane, 2012; Cox et al.,
2014a). According to this perspective, the inter-
action between clients and practitioners is based on
subjective experience, as well as constant feedback
and adjustments being made in line with these ex-
periences: Beliefs, expectations, and mutual sense-
making are interactive, and local contexts and the
wider environment become entangled, resulting in
understanding the process as a much more complex
dynamic (Alvesson, 2001).
A dialogue on the evaluation and application of
knowledge fromsuchdifferent positionsproves to be
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difficult (Western, 2012; Garvey, 2017; Bachkirova,
2017). We argue that this epistemic division has left
the two sides talking past each other, resulting in
barriers to the constructive dialogue necessary for
the practical and theoretical needs of coaching being
erected. We argue that pragmatism can be seen as a
philosophical framework that enables and encour-
ages such dialogue to take place in the development
of coaching asadiscipline (Fishman, 1999;Pihlstrom,
2015; Rumens & Kelemen, 2016).
Moreover, it is our strongly held belief that prag-
matism already underpins coaching as a practice,
and recognition of this will benefit scholars and
practitioners of organizational coaching. For exam-
ple, reflexive recognition of the pragmatic attitude
inherent in organizational coaching could help prac-
titioners and students develop a more coherent ra-
tionale for their roles and models of practice, while
being aware of the complexity involved in this task
and the significant diversity of coaching approaches
and styles available. Pragmatism can also further
support coaching pedagogy in the design of coherent
teaching programs with well-aligned theory and
practice and provide an overarching framework for
students to engage in debates about controversial
concepts and ideas of organizational coaching in a
progressively integrative way. The challenges to
coaching educators regarding different philosophies
of practice have been recently discussed, and call for
deeper understanding of what philosophical prag-
matism can offer (e.g., Bachkirova, Jackson, Gannon,
Iordanou, & Myers, 2017b; Lane, 2017).
We aim here at the academic coaching commu-
nity, students and practitioners of organizational
coaching.We are using “organizational coaching” in
the same way as “workplace coaching” to specify
coaching that involves a third-party sponsor (Bozer&
Jones, 2018). The intention to explore the concernsof
the educators and students of coaching is one of the
reasons for our focus on organizational coaching
rather than, for example, themore elite and lucrative
practice of executive coaching. It would be coun-
terproductive for the educators of coaching to not
pay attention to the many levels and variations in
coaching assignments that their students are likely to
experience early in their practice and throughout
their coaching careers. Although we recognize the
relevance of our argument to different modalities of
coaching in organizations such as team coaching,we
will restrict ourselves to the original one-to-one
modality.
To be clear about our scope here, we also need to
clarify our intention concerning our application of
pragmatism. Although pragmatism as a philosophy
of science (Bem & de Jong, 2013; Martela, 2015a)
would be a position of our choice for coaching re-
search, here we focus on its role in the conceptuali-
zation of coaching practice in organizations and the
recognition of knowledge in establishing organiza-
tional coaching as a discipline. The case for prag-
matism in organizational research in comparison to
alternative positions has recently been persuasively
made by Martela (2015a), which we believe is also
highly relevant to coaching research.
THEORETICAL ISSUES IN THE LITERATURE
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COACHING
The insufficient progress so far in terms of a theo-
retical understanding of coaching practice has been
identified by many authors (Boyatzis, Smith, & Van
Oosten, 2015; Garvey, Stokes, & Megginson, 2014;
Western, 2012; Cox et al., 2014a; Athanasopoulou &
Dopson, 2015; Bachkirova, 2017; Myers, 2017).
According to Western (2012), for example, this lack
stems from underestimating the importance of the-
ories in a practitioner-driven field; the challenge of
integrating diverse bodies of knowledge influencing
this discipline; and the prevalence of a “scientific”
attitude that equates development of theory with a
search for simple causal links between measurable
aspects of practice. This does not mean that organi-
zational coaches work in “a theoretical vacuum”
(Western, 2012: 224). It is inevitable that they hold
theories that are explicitly or implicitly applied, but
these theories could be self-created or uncritically
assimilated from various sources, and thus, poten-
tially problematic and not fit for the purpose
(Jackson, 2004; Western, 2012). Coaching research
alone, although on the rise (Grant, 2011), cannot
solve this problem. Gathering knowledge needs a
further step, which connects these findings together,
explains relationships between underlying pro-
cesses, and offers new hypotheses for testing. How-
ever, this conceptualwork and theorizing to produce
explanatory knowledge of coaching in organizations
is still at a rudimentary stage.
Theoretical understanding of organizational coach-
ing inevitably involves attempts todefine this practice.
The attempts made in the literature of both academics
andpractitioners show that coaching canbedefined in
many different ways (see, e.g., Bachkirova, Spence, &
Drake, 2017a). This is not surprising considering the
significant diversity of coaching styles, applica-
tions, and the outcomes intended (Western, 2012;
Myers, 2017). The plethora of terms (such as
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leadership coaching, executive coaching, business
coaching), that are used without sufficient differ-
entiation of one from another, does not help in set-
ting out what coaching can offer for organizations
(e.g., Korotov, 2017).
Here, we are using the generic term, organiza-
tional coaching, rather than trying to reduce the
complexityof this situationbyaligningwithone type
of coaching asoutlined above to address the situation
as it presents itself. The reality of the use of coaching
in organizations, in both the public and private sec-
tors, suggests that coaching is provided not only for
executives or leaders (however these are identified),
but also for various employees to develop new skills,
and improve performance and overall capacity in
various ways that organizations can benefit from
(CIPD, 2015; Ridler Report, 2013). We certainly sup-
port this wider use of coaching in organizations, as it
moves further away from the notions of coaching
as an “elite perk” only available to a high-level eche-
lon (Wasylyshyn, 2004).Webelieve that it is precisely
the multiplicity of coaching approaches and appli-
cations covered by the term organizational coaching
that helps this practice grow as it becomes better able
to respond to the diverse needs of organizations.
We also argue that educators and students of coach-
ing in organizations benefit from embracing the com-
plexityof coachingpractices,models, andapplications.
To demonstrate the variety of coaching in organiza-
tions, we describe several dimensions of diversity in
coaching approaches that have been recognized in re-
cent coaching literature (Table 1).
Our remit here isnot to expandoneachapproach in
this table, but todemonstrate that the field of coaching
in organizations is in a state of expansion rather than
consolidation. For example, thenumberof theoretical
orientations (Dimension 1) applicable to organiza-
tional coaching has grown from the earlier to the later
TABLE 1
Dimensions of Diversity of Approaches in Organizational Coaching
No. Dimensions of Diversity in Organizational Coaching Approaches and Types of Coaching in Organizations
1 Theoretical orientations of the coach, based on
different philosophies of individual change and
manifested in different ways of working with goals,
processes, relationships, and instruments of
coaching in organizations
Solution-focused coaching (Cavanagh & Grant, 2014);
Gestalt coaching (Bluckert, 2014); Existential
coaching (Spinelli, 2014), and many more, e.g., see
13 theoretical traditions in theCompleteHandbook
of Coaching (Cox, Bachkirova, & Clutterbuck,
2014b).
2 Thedepthof capacity- building requestedby the client
and/orpresentedas anarea of expertise by the coach
From skills coaching (Tschannen-Moran, 2014)
to performance coaching (Rogers, 2012; Wilson,
2007) to developmental coaching (Berger, 2012;
Bachkirova, 2011) to transformational coaching
(Hawkins & Smith, 2013).
3 Thedegreeof focuson the individualor organizational
needs
From strongly client-centered (Joseph, 2014) to
organization-centered or wider system-centered,
e.g., systemic coaching (Whittington, 2016).
4 The depth of reflexivity involved in the process From closely goal-focused following simple
algorithms, such as GROW (van Nieuwerburgh,
2014), to deeply reflexive dialog, e.g., in line with
co-constructed coaching advocated by Kempster &
Iszatt-White (2012) or conversation with a “critical-
friend” (Fillery-Travis & Lane, 2006).
5 Response to the needs of particular client groups in
organizations
Talent management coaching (Bond & Naughton,
2011); coaching for expatriates (Salomaa, 2015);
coaching for employeeswithdisabilities (Kavanagh,
2015);maternity coaching (Filsinger-Mohun, 2011),
etc.
6 Emphasis on a specific element of coaching
engagement considered most important by the
coach
Resilience coaching (Lawton-Smith, 2017); narrative
coaching (Drake, 2017); strength coaching (Francis
& Zarecky, 2017); cross-cultural coaching (Abbott &
Salomaa, 2017), somatic coaching (Strozzi-Heckler,
2014), etc.
7 Discourse-based role variations of the coach in
organizations
From the “soul guide” to “Psy expert” to “managerial”
to “network coach” (Western, 2012).
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handbooks (e.g., Palmer &Whybrow, 2007; Cox et al.,
2014b). Types of coaching in the dimensions con-
cerned with responses to particular needs of organi-
zations (Dimension 5) and emphases on specific
elements of coaching (Dimension 6) are also con-
stantly increasing (ICF, 2016; Bachkirova et al.,
2017a). In addition to their growing number, organi-
zational coaching is used in an expanding range of
organizational contexts, such as business, govern-
ment, education,health, charities, and so forth (Ridler
Report, 2013;CIPD, 2015; ICF, 2016;Bachkirova et al.,
2017a).
Within the context of growing differentiation in
organizational coaching, such attempts to establish
an identity for this practice also show a tendency to
focus on differentiation from other practiceswithout
sufficient recognition of the relevant knowledge of
other disciplines (Bachkirova & Kauffman, 2009;
Bachkirova et al., 2017a). This is noticeable, for ex-
ample, in the strong desire of some coaching com-
mentators to make coaching in organizations overtly
distinct from other practices, such as consulting
(e.g., Rogers, 2012); mentoring (e.g., Garvey, 2011),
and counseling (e.g., Peltier, 2001). This often leads
to a reactive tendency to swing to an unreasonable
degree in the opposite direction. For example, in
order not to be like consulting, coaching “should be”
completely nondirective (Cox et al., 2014a; Joseph,
2014; Wilson, 2007) with “no knowledge” or advice
being offered to the client (Rogers, 2012; Wilson,
2007). Similarly, in order not to be like therapy,
coaching “should not touch on” anything associated
with the client’s past (Peltier, 2001), not work with
emotions and personality issues (Berglas, 2002;
Peltier, 2001), and avoid “reliance on the coach”
(Peltier, 2001: xxx). Definitions of this nature create
an illusion of simplicity and clear boundaries of
practice, particularly to newcomers to this field: a
typicalmisconception about coaching that educators
have to deal with (Baker, 2015).
At the same time, there are some lonely voices in
the literature who argue against restricting the
identity of coaching in organizations at this stage of
development. For example, Cavanagh (2009), argues
that the lack of clarity in the identity of coaching
“gives us ability to talk across silos” (Cavanagh,
2009: 112) at a timewhen appreciation of complexity
of issues and the need for connectivity are required.
Bachkirova and Kauffman (2009) and Bachkirova
et al. (2017a) in their analysis of issues with defini-
tions of coaching have also concluded that all defi-
nitions suffer from limitations, even when useful
for practical reasons, and there are advantages in
recognizing this state of affairs. Among these ad-
vantages is the opportunity for building on the ex-
tensive knowledge available as a resource from
disciplines that are concernedwith similar questions
that coaches may be called upon to deal with (de
Haan et al., 2010; Garvey, 2011).
What we advocate, therefore, is a two-fold ap-
proach to conceptualizing organizational coaching.
First, as a starting strategy, this approach should aim
at identifying in the most generic terms the core of
coaching activity that would not be contested in the
variety of the coaching approaches and would make
use of knowledge developed in other disciplines.
This core, for example, could be formulated noting
the expansion of coaching in organizations as the
result of amajor shift inmanagement learning from a
prescribed, theoretical, supplier-led provision to a
customized, contextualized, participative and ex-
periential journey (Day, 2001) and to what Kempster
and Iszatt-White (2012: 321) call naturalistic learning.
This suggests a broad-based definition of organiza-
tional coaching as being “professional development
through one-to-one conversation” (de Haan et al.,
2010: 607) or as “individually facilitated learning”
(Bachkirova, 2011: 7) in an organizational context. As
a potential definition, this signals the importance of
“not re-inventing the wheel” in principle and being
able to build on knowledge accumulated by reference
disciplines on the nature of learning, change, and de-
velopment. An example of this would be the prag-
maticnotionof inquiry asdevelopedbyDewey (1916),
which we discuss later.
Second, we suggest that precision and high levels
of detail in defining organizational coaching are
currently unreasonable expectations in view of the
complexity and diversity of organizational needs
(Cavanagh & Lane, 2012). The details of the coaching
provision that we identify in Table 1 are variable
depending on the context, models, purposes, and
needs of the client and sponsor, with further varia-
tion provided by the orientation and background of
the coach. Deeper understanding of all these ele-
ments is welcomed and hopefully forthcoming, but
only possiblewith recognition of the complexity and
diversity involved in the nature of this practice. We
anticipate that new concepts, and even new lan-
guage,will bedeveloped in the future thatmight help
in the holistic description of this practice, but at
these early stages in the development of coaching as
a discipline it is of utmost importance to keep the
conversation open.
Therefore, what we see as the main problem is not
the lack of common definition, but the potential
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danger of prematurely closing this conversation
down by restricting the parameters for under-
standing organizational coaching. Such closure
emerges from claims for exclusivity of any specific
perspective on organizational coaching such as
might be imposed by the adoption of different
worldviews, “world hypotheses,” and epistemo-
logical positions (Fishman, 1999; Pepper, 1942;
Peterson, 1991). For example, a positivist approach,
primarily concerned with achieving quantifiable
science-based expectations, may lead to a view
of coaching that is unnecessarily restrictive, such
as Grant’s description: “collaborative, individual-
ized, solution-focused, results oriented, systematic,
stretching, fosters self-directed learning, and should
be evidence-based, and incorporate ethical pro-
fessional practice” (Grant, 2006: 13). These types of
definitions can be taken as evidence that organiza-
tional coaching is empirically underdeveloped and
lacking the strength of more evidence-based models
of practice (Fillery-Travis & Lane, 2006), provoking
an equally strong countercritique that evidence-
based models are irrelevant to coaching practice due
to their oversimplification and reductionist tendency
(Garvey et al., 2014).
In contrast to these arguments around positivist-
reductionist approaches, social constructionists are
developing descriptions of coaching as “a herme-
neutic process” (Drake, 2017: 304) or even as “sto-
rytelling” (Reissner & Du Toit, 2011: 248). These
“postmodernist” preferences, although not unrea-
sonably highlighting important processes of joint
meaning-making that underpin many types of ef-
fective coaching practice in organizational settings,
seem to reduce coaching tomere linguistic exercises:
a position that is equally unsatisfactory given that
their reliance on subjectivity can open the gates to
self-deception (Bachkirova, 2015, 2016b). Other
postmodern attitudes utilizing critical theory ap-
proaches highlight important issues of power and
intercultural social contexts in coaching (Garvey,
2011; Shoukry, 2017; Western, 2012). These authors
advocate a strong critical stance to coaching for
lacking the depth of contextual understanding and
following a blind adherence to undisclosed agendas.
For example, Arnaud (2003: 1138) generalizes all
coaching interventions as “bound by the cult of
performance,” only seeing that “the coachmust help
his or her clients constantly exceed their limits [in a
context of] performance dictatorship:” a view that
would be strongly denied by other practitioners and
educators of coaching who see all types of coaching
as learning and developmental (Cox & Jackson,
2014; Bennett, & Campone, 2017). Whichever side
of this theoretical divide one’s epistemological
commitment falls on, the value of one’s perspective
is useful, but only partial, and needs to be con-
sidered valid among others with equal claims to
validity. There seems to us to be a need for an
overarching framework that embraces this multi-
plicity of perspectives and encourages interactive
dialogue toward “integrative pluralism” (Mitchell,
2009).
In summary, we believe that arriving at a common
definition of organizational coaching is a work in
progress that requires the continuation of the in-
terdisciplinary conversation. Many attempts to ex-
clusively position coaching tend to be influenced by
epistemological attitudes that separate rather than
integrate the discipline, and thus, limit the cross-
fertilization of ideas (Cavanagh & Lane, 2012;
Bachkirova, 2017). Our view is that this situation is
particularly challenging for educators of coaching.
Although it is possible to acknowledge and even
appreciate the interdisciplinary richness of coach-
ing, this inevitably creates significant diversity in
terms of the learning expectations for coaching and
leads to challenges for educators and trainers to de-
velop inclusive, coherent, and integrated programs
that satisfy such expectations (e.g., Lane, 2017; Gray,
Garvey, & Lane, 2016; Bachkirova & Lawton Smith,
2015; Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015; Bachkirova
et al., 2017b).
To address these challenges, we explore the po-
tential of philosophical pragmatism to provide a
coherent epistemological platform for keeping this
dialogue open for the benefit of coaching as an
applied discipline (Fishman, 1999; Pihlstrom, 2015;
Rumens & Kelemen, 2016). There are very good
reasons for taking a fresh look at what pragmatism
has to offer in terms of a deeper understanding of the
nature of coaching. The focus on action advocated by
pragmatism promises to be an important addition for
describing a core feature of coaching. The value of
this idea can be demonstrated through a deeper un-
derstanding of the nature of the coaching process, in
determining a pivotal purpose of organizational
coaching and in the flexible attitude of the practi-
tioner in any coaching relationship. We discuss
these themes in the section, Coaching Practice
Through the Lens of Pragmatism, to show how
pragmatist ideas can enhance both the theory and
practice of organizational coaching, but first we de-
velop our integrated position on philosophical
pragmatism as a theoretical framework for organi-
zational coaching.
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PRAGMATISM AS A UNIFIED PHILOSOPHICAL
POSITION
Often leveled against pragmatism is that it fails to
present a coherent philosophical position and that
the differences between its classical proponents,
most notably Peirce, James, and Dewey, but also in-
cluding Schiller and Mead, are greater than those
beliefs and attitudes that they hold in common
(James, 1907, 1982; Hildebrand, 2003; Haack, 2006).
Quite why this focus on differences as being in-
dicative of incoherence is so strongly made against
the pragmatists, and not against the empiricists, ra-
tionalists, existentialists, and logical positivists, is a
point worth exploring, but does not fall within our
remit here. Philosophy does not proceed through
arriving at consensus, but by progressing through
argument and counterargument, and this is as much
the case within “philosophical schools” as it is be-
tween schools. There is as much difference in detail,
we argue, between Descartes and Spinoza as “ratio-
nalists,” and as much similarity as there is between
the pragmatic views of C. S. Peirce and those of John
Dewey. In both cases the difference is found in the
detail, not in the general philosophical dispositions:
There is enough of a common thread between Des-
cartes and Spinoza to confidently identify a ratio-
nalist as there is to identify a pragmatist when
considering the distinctions drawn between Peirce
and Dewey.
Also likely is that thecase for the strength of feeling
concerning the discontinuities between pragmatists
is generated from twomain sources: First, one might
recognize the professional desire of some later
pragmatically inclined philosophers to identifywith
the hard-headed logic and scientific endeavor of
Peirce (Haack, 2006). The aim here is perhaps being
to provide philosophical “credibility” in the face of
analytic disapproval and to avoid the accusations of
relativism and irrationalism that have been regularly
directed mostly against James, sometimes against
Dewey, and frequently against vociferous neo-
pragmatists, critical of the Anglo-American ana-
lytic tradition, such as Richard Rorty (Pihlstrom,
2015). Second,wehavePeirce’s ownclear objections
made to James concerning what Peirce saw as a clear
misrepresentation of his ideas made by James in re-
lation to developing certain pragmatic themes, in
particular those to do with James’ notion of “truth”
and his interpretation and application of Peirce’s
“pragmatic maxim” (Haack, 2006). However, it has
never been the case that initiating a methodological
approach gives any one individual unchallengeable
rights in determining how those ideas should be
further developed by others who share similar in-
terests. Furthermore, as Menand (2001) shows, the
origins of philosophical pragmatism are difficult to
trace to one clearly identifiable source, and the idea
that pragmatism originates solely with Peirce is
highly questionable.
Nevertheless, it would be unreasonable to deny
that there are clearly discernible differences between
the three main figures in the development of prag-
matist thinking (Pihlstrom, 2015; Haack, 2006;
Rorty, 1980b) and some commentators (e.g., Tallisse
& Aikin, 2008; Pihlstrom, 2015), supportive of a
pragmatist approach to philosophical inquiry, have
been happy to acknowledge the breadth of discourse
that these differences bring with them, identifying
this as a strength rather than a sign of weakness. For
example, Tallisse and Aikin hold that “the conflict
among pragmatists over central philosophical
questions—and indeed, over the character of prag-
matism itself—is a sign of intellectual health rather
than crisis” (Tallisse & Aikin, 2008: 25). Pihlstrom
argues that pragmatism “indeed, lives from its gen-
uine philosophical problems. Its depth lies precisely
in its not having provided any final, ultimate theory
about anything” (Pihlstrom, 2015: 5).
To the extent that there are differences, we can
crudely summarize these as Peirce’s primary con-
cern with establishing a logic of scientific inquiry;
James’ chief interest relating to the variations that
occur in subjective experience; andDewey asmostly
interested in the relational aspects of democratic
community and pedagogic processes. That these
differences are upheld and frequently accentuated
by those who follow in their footsteps (Pihlstrom,
2015) is,we suggest, nothingmore than an indication
that each of the leading pragmatists valued certain
aspects of humanactivity asmore salient thanothers.
We also argue this indicates that from the principle
ideas that define a pragmatic approach to arriving at
aphilosophical understandingof any topicworthyof
philosophical investigation are widely applicable
and bear useful fruit in many ways. It is, neverthe-
less, important to emphasize that none of these spe-
cific preferences that can be detected in the work of
the thought-leaders of pragmatism are mutually ex-
clusive, and that by drawing the threads together
with due care and attention to argument and impli-
cation, we can clearly see how pragmatism provides
us with a rich and integrative method for approach-
ingmany of the fundamental issues concerningwhat
it is to be human (Pihlstrom, 2015; Fishman, 1999).
The common threads that emerge from integrating
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the classical pragmatists in this way identify what
might best be described as an “attitude” (Martela
2015b; Burke, 2013).
The pragmatist attitude that we see as our in-
tegrated position on pragmatism, and believe to be
most useful for the development of a theoretical base
for organizational coaching, acknowledges that:
• Our experience of the world and our ability to
navigate it are real, but our access to that reality is
only ever, at best, partial.
• Our knowledge of this reality is arrived at through
our interacting with the external world in a bi-
directional process, where theworld acts upon us,
and we act upon the world; therefore, we only
know the world through experience, and “expe-
rience” is best understood at an ontological level
in terms of relationships.
• Because of this processual relationship, fixed on-
tologies and epistemological attitudes such as posi-
tivism, constructivism, truth as correspondence/
coherence, etc. fail to capture the reality of experi-
ence and set limits to the dialogic processes through
which knowledge is generated.
• Knowledge generated in this pragmatic way is
verified by being tested against experience
through action while being recognized as funda-
mentally fallible and open to abandonment if
better strategies for making sense of experience
become available.
• Experience, while rooted in subjectivity, only
gains meaning intersubjectively; thereby, knowl-
edge building becomes a communal enterprise
demanding cooperation and dialogue to be
effective.
In light of this interpretation ofwhatwe identify as
the common thread that runs through all of the
classical proponents of pragmatism (Peirce, James, &
Dewey), we argue that philosophical pragmatism is
best positioned as a “theory of action” (Kilpinen,
2009) and as an epistemological attitude that facili-
tates inquiry, rather than seeking to shut it down
(Martela, 2015a).
Pragmatism and the Facilitation of Dialogue for
Theory Development
Recognizing the importance of the dialogue for fur-
ther development of the theoretical knowledge of or-
ganizational coaching, we believe that pragmatism
canbe seenas aphilosophical framework that enables
and encourages suchdialogue to takeplace (Fishman,
1999; Pihlstrom, 2015; Rumens & Kelemen, 2016).
This is important in light of the situation when dom-
inantworldviews and corresponding epistemological
positions in academia are apparently caught in mul-
tiple dichotomies and claim exclusivity of their
competing views on knowledge and practice, thereby
preventing the continuation of multidimensional di-
alogues (Fishman, 1999). Similarly, we believe that
pragmatism has the capacity to transcend the dis-
junctions that limit our understanding of organiza-
tional coaching, how it is conceptualized, practiced,
and can be developed.
We argue that two features of pragmatism suggest
its potential for being a core philosophical frame-
work that is able to facilitate a theoretical dialogue
important for organizational coaching. The first is
“integrative pluralism,”which argues for expanding
epistemic perspectives in a way that “embraces both
traditional reductive and new, multilevel, context
dependent approaches” (Mitchell, 2009: 2). This
feature of a pragmatic position provides support for a
claim that pragmatism can be successfully inter-
preted as ameta-perspective, framing a discourse in
which theoretical paradigms that are normally
viewed as being in competition with each other
benefit by being understood as complementary
voices that make up the community of inquiry
looking to make sense of what it is to be human-
beings-acting-in-the-world (Fishman, 1999; Pihlstrom,
2015). Pihlstrom argues that pragmatism is not a sin-
glewayofknowing, or a single categorical framework,
“but a meta-framework for explicating and assessing
the different systems we employ for categorizing
reality” that utilizes a methodology that involves
“knowing reality pluralistically and non-reductively,
considering all the perspectives and standpoints that
might be significant for the matter at issue—letting
different voices be heard” (Pihlstrom, 2015: 3). This
also encapsulates an inherent ethical tendency in
pragmatism toward democratic process: an impor-
tant feature in of John Dewey’s thought (Putnam,
2017).
The second feature that describes pragmatism is a
“spirit of open-endedness” (Pihlstrom, 2015: 5), im-
plying that any further theoretical and philosophical
developments will be welcome. By understanding
reality as a relational flux with which we have to
proactively engage so as to impose some sort of
manageable order enabling us to cope and survive
(James, 1904, 2000; Dewey, 1925), pragmatists gen-
erally understand knowledge not as something fixed
and absolute, but as “consisting of contextually lim-
ited guidelines” (Fishman, 1999: 108). This means
that for the pragmatist, knowledge (the sense that we
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collectively make of reality) is tentative, fallible, and
incomplete (Martela, 2015a), and it can be en-
hanced by new contributions from any party par-
ticipating in the dialogue. Thus, according to
Putnam (2002: 7) pragmatism is an on-going in-
quiry into the “interactions between a human or-
ganism and its environment with the aim of “explor
[ing] and interrogat[ing] the interrelationship be-
tween rationality, knowledgeandeverydaypractices/
experiences.”Weargue that it becomes inevitable that
the use of knowledge in practice, when seen in this
light, implies that all stakeholders in the coaching
field would benefit from adopting an attitude of
holding theories lightly, being ready to be surprised,
and admit mistakes. It implies the importance of re-
search anddevelopment of theories, but also a need to
doubt and to nurture our hunches as a sense of “what
may be.”
Perhaps the most important dichotomy that prag-
matism seeks to abolish is that which is drawn be-
tween theoriaandpraxis.Pihlstrom (2015) argues that
the common thread that runs through the thinking of
the classical pragmatists is that they are all intent on
overcoming the false dichotomy that had been used,
from Plato onward, to place a substantial barrier be-
tween theoretical knowledge and practical action.
For the pragmatist, there is no distinction: Knowl-
edge is action and theory is practice (Kilpinen
2009). This is important to highlight because of the
typical confusions that continue to exist in coaching
between philosophical pragmatism and the ordi-
nary language use of the term (Cox & Jackson, 2014;
Jenkins, 2016). Generally, it is held that “to be
pragmatic” is to adopt an attitude of “making do”
simply to arrive at useful solutions for dealing with
problems in a sensible way that suits the reality of
the situation, which can be identified as “crude
pragmatism” (Jenkins, 2016). As a philosophical
position, pragmatism constitutes a conceptual per-
spective that successfully informs important episte-
mological and ontological issues (Pihlstrom, 2015).
Unfortunately, the former interpretation has been
dominant in coaching, particularly at the early stages
of establishing its academic credentials. Jackson, for
example, explicitly addresses a “can do” culture of
pragmatism prevalent at the early stages of coaching
as amarket-led activity.He also critiques this position
as it “obscures issues of practice, professional devel-
opment and the maturation of the profession”
(Jackson, 2004: 75). Such confusions tend to overlook
pragmatism’s applicability as a philosophical posi-
tion in that they miss the pragmatist’s clear identifi-
cation of the intrinsic relationship between theory
and practice: its most clearly identifiable feature
(Fishman, 1999).
Pragmatism As a Theory of Action
From the very first statements of pragmatic intent
(Peirce, 1878, 1955a), it was apparent that the mean-
ing of concepts, thoughts, and beliefs are to be found
in the practical effects that such propositional atti-
tudes bring to bear, and any such practical effects can
only be revealed by being enacted in the world. As
Peirce argues, “thought is an action, and. . . it consists
in a relation. . . .[W]e shall be perfectly safe so long as
we reflect that the whole function of thought is to
produce habits of action. . . .To develop [a thought’s]
meaning,we have, simply to determinewhat habits it
produces, for what a thing means is simply what
habits it involves” (Peirce, 1878, 1955a: 28–31). This
is known as the pragmatic maxim and, we believe it
demonstrates something of the fundamental impor-
tance of the relationship between conceptualization
(forming ideas about how the world is) and action
(acting upon those ideas and verifying their veracity,
or utility, throughconsequence, or“sensible effect” as
Peirce might put it).
Peirce’s maxim provides the groundwork for the
pragmatic insistence, common also to James and
Dewey, that knowledge emerges from actual life
itself, from the struggle to adjust to the problem of
living which is constituted by acting-in-the-world
(Hogan, 2009;Martela, 2015a). Peirce’s initialmotive
for developing his version of the pragmatic method
was primarily to arrive at a non-Cartesian episte-
mology (Rockmore, 2002), whereby knowledge is
liberated to simply concern itself with being that
whichwe need to know to alleviate doubt sufficiently
enough to act. James and Dewey further enhance this
by developing an approach to philosophical inquiry
that is essentially anti-reductionist, pluralistic, and
contextualist (Pihlstrom, 2015).
The move that Peirce makes is a response to what
Bernstein later identifies as “Cartesian anxiety”
(Bernstein, 1983), referring to Descartes’ move to
define knowledge only in terms of certainty. This
provides pragmatism with a level of epistemic flex-
ibility that was then unavailable to other modes of
the Western philosophical tradition. Philosophical
concern is no longer aimed at the establishment of
Truth and Certainty as the fixed foundations of ra-
tionality, but more to do with the therapeutic and
communal enterprise of making sense of experi-
ence (Rorty, 1980a). Dewey describes this as the
pragmatist’s attempt to avoid engaging in the
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“spectator theory of knowledge,” a position com-
mon to both anti-realist and realist-reductionist
approaches to philosophical inquiry (Dewey, 1929,
1980: 245). For the pragmatist, epistemology in-
volves not taking a privileged, disengaged per-
spective (Rorty, 1980a), but understanding that we
develop knowledge through embedded interaction
with our environments.
This emphasis upon action is important, we argue,
because it identifies pragmatism as providing a
philosophical framework that is fully grounded in
active participation in the world and in the human
condition as it arises from our actively being-in-the-
world. Although it may not always be easy to estab-
lish a single coherent positive doctrine by which
pragmatism can be clearly defined, a close reading of
the classical pragmatists points to a strong sense in
which all forms of inquiry are aimed at humanity
making sense of the process of experiencing through
active engagement, not by sitting on the sidelines in
the role of detached observer. Martela (2015b: 202)
puts this nicely when he says:
. . .the human condition inherent in pragmatism ac-
knowledges that our way of experiencing involves
sense of activity, purposefulness and resistance.
Taken together, these threedimensions of our relation
to experience amount to an understanding that the
human condition means an active interest in de-
veloping the stream of experience in certain di-
rections. Our primary interest as regards the world is
about attempting to navigate our way within its con-
straints as best as we can.
Our identification of pragmatismas a theoryof action
is particularly relevant for providing a suitable the-
oretical framework for organizational coaching. It
highlights what is, in our view, a fundamental aspect
of coaching in an organizational context as learn-
ing associated with action. The engagement with
knowledge in coaching is not concerned with one
true understanding of the situation and the best so-
lution for a problem, but aims at overcoming doubt
where it prevents the client from acting. There is no
guarantee that the understanding generated in the
coaching process is sufficient or that the course of
action is the right one; further adjustments to these
may well need to take place. However, action, as an
essential element of being human, is necessary to
function in the world and coaching, and we argue,
aims to facilitate just that by assisting the client in
becoming ready to act.
This pragmatic understanding of the inextricable
link between learning and action further identifies
a key element differentiating coaching from the
closely related and more established disciplines of
psychotherapy and counseling (Cox et al., 2014a).
Organizational coaching (and perhaps coaching in
all its different modalities) aims not at healing an
emotional disturbance or directly increasing the
clients’ sense ofwell-being (Grant, 2013; Kenworthy,
Passarelli, & Van Oosten, 2014), but has as its focus
enabling clients to develop their capability to act on
their environment (Cocivera & Cronshaw, 2004;
Bachkirova, 2011; Spence & Deci, 2013; Clutterbuck
& Spence, 2017). In this regard, we could say that the
purpose of organizational coaching is not so much
concernedwith well-being, but fundamentally, with
well-acting. In coaching, as in pragmatism, human
purposive action is central to the understanding of
what it is to be human (Clutterbuck & Spence, 2017).
Pihlstrom remarks of Dewey, in this regard, “just as
in Peirce and James, human purposive action is a
cornerstone of his pragmatic naturalism” (Pihlstrom,
2015: 15).Weargue that it is equally a cornerstone for
organizational coaching practice and theory, and
therefore, needs to be more prominent than it has
been so far.
We discuss specific features of coaching in the
light of philosophical pragmatism and their impli-
cations for coaching as a discipline in the next sec-
tion. Here, however, we finish with a more general
suggestion for educators of coaching whose task is to
design and teach training, and particularly, post-
graduate programs. As we have argued, an over-
arching framework of philosophical pragmatism that
fully appreciates the interdependence of theory and
practice, accommodates multiple traditions and ap-
proaches, and places action at the center of the
coaching enterprise can serve as a solid foundation
that would hold their programs together. While em-
phasizing a focus on action as a distinctive element,
it would also provide a spacious “container” for de-
bate and promote scientific attitude and the growth
of new ideas in organizational coaching.
COACHING PRACTICE THROUGH THE LENS
OF PRAGMATISM
So far, we have argued that organizational coaching
needs more attention paid to theoretical under-
standing for further development as a discipline. In
this section,we extend our argument into practice by
showing how three differentways of seeing coaching
as a pragmatic enterprise with an explicit element
of action furthers theoretical understanding of this
practice. First, we explore the nature of the coaching
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process in its most generic features and show how
pragmatism helps to explain why coaching works,
and why it sometimes does not. We then discuss
what is a significant contribution that pragmatism
makes to one of the fundamental issues of coaching
practice in its quest for conceptualization of core
identity: its purpose and aim. We conclude with
considering how coaches can apply a pragmatic
epistemological attitude to the inevitable diversity of
coaching traditions without losing the coherence of
their own approaches and style.
Coaching As Learning Through Experience and
Joint Inquiry
In this section, we show an important correspon-
dence between the pragmatist account of the way
humans learn and function in the world and the
process of organizational coaching. From the litera-
ture currently available concerning the theory
and practice of coaching, it is possible to discern
three generic features: learning through experience
(e.g., Cox, 2013; Bennett & Campone, 2017; Rogers,
2012;Athanasopoulou&Dopson, 2015); reflecting as
a form of learning (e.g., Shoukry, 2014; Cox, 2013;
Wilson, 2007; Bachkirova et al., 2017b); and the
coaching relationship as the essential condition for
coaching (e.g., Baron & Morin, 2009; de Haan &
Duckworth, 2013; de Haan & Gannon, 2017; Myers,
2017). We argue that inquiry, a core concept of
pragmatism (Dewey, 1916, 1938; Buchler, 1955), not
only allows an integration of these essential charac-
teristics of coaching into a meaningful whole, but
also provides a persuasive explanation as to the
value that they bring to coaching outcomes.
Learning through experience. The conceptuali-
zation of coaching as individually facilitated learn-
ing is widely represented in the coaching literature
(Lane, 2017; Bennett & Campone, 2017; Bachkirova,
2011; Cox, 2013; Rogers, 2012; Athanasopoulou &
Dopson, 2015). Theories of experiential learning,
such as those offered by Kolb (1984, 2014), Knowles
(1978), (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2015), and
Mezirow (1990), are promoted by educators of
coaching (e.g., Cox et al., 2014b) as fundamental for
the theoretical understanding of this practice. At the
same time, as Thayer-Bacon (2015) points out, this
theme of learning (i.e., “making sense of experi-
ence”) through engaged action with the world as
both experiencing and enacting agent is common
throughout classical pragmatism, occurring not only
in Dewey’s philosophy of education, but also in the
work of Peirce, James, andMead, and continues to be
taken up by its neo-pragmatist proponents (Thayer-
Bacon, 2015). It is apposite that Dewey’s identifica-
tion of a fundamental principle of learning that he
defined as his “technical definition of education”
also describes the core of coaching verywell (Dewey,
1916: 89):
[Learning] is that reconstruction or reorganization of
experience which adds to the meaning of experience,
and which increases ability to direct the course of
subsequent experience.
This alignment between the idea of learning in
pragmatism and coaching can be also extended by
inclusion of another concept that features in prag-
matist thinking: inquiry (Dewey, 1938), which not
only makes learningmore specific and practical, but
also adds significantly to the understanding of how
and when coaching works (Fendler, 2003; Rodgers,
2002; Jenkins, 2016). It illuminates both the nature of
the coaching process and what has to be in place for
an effective coaching engagement to occur, as the
following clarifies.
Dewey describes inquiry as “a controlled and di-
rected transformation” of a puzzling indeterminate
situation, which becomes transformed into a situa-
tion that enables the “best solution for now” (Dewey,
1938: 72). By “situation” Dewey means “not a single
object or event” but the “contextual whole” of ex-
perience (Dewey, 1938: 72). A situation is conducive
to change when it is “uncertain, unsettled, dis-
turbed” (Dewey, 1938: 109) and requires equilibrium
to be restored. People engage in inquiry when their
beliefs about reality and corresponding habits fail to
guide them successfully to what they hope to
achieve. They have a sense of doubt that needs to be
overcome, and through inquiry, they attempt to re-
store their system of beliefs in such a way as to pro-
vide warranted guidance for future action (Peirce,
1878, 1955b; Dewey, 1938).
In considering the concept of inquiry in relation to
organizational coaching, it is important that inquiry
is understood asnot just problem-solving: “Problems
do not pre-exist inquiry” (Hildebrand, 2013: 68);
they are formulated in the process of inquiry. In the
same way the impetus for participating in coaching
does not necessarily have to come from a problem: It
may have various origins, such as a need or desire to
make a positive change. What is more important is
that full engagement with the coaching process im-
plies a particular state of mind that is conducive to
generating a change. This state of mind is fittingly
indicated by the process of inquiry described by
Dewey as a first phase in the pattern of inquiry. We
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summarize this pattern byDewey (quoted in Tallisse
& Aikin 2008: 120) as follows:
(1) Perplexity, doubt due to being in a situation
whose full character is undetermined.
(2) A tentative interpretation of the given elements
with their tendency to effect certain consequences,
forming a hypothesis.
(3) A careful exploration of all attainable consider-
ations to clarify the problem.
(4) An elaboration of the tentative hypothesis to
make theproblemmoreprecise in light of awider
range of facts and considerations.
(5) Taking one stand upon the projected hypothesis
as aplanof action, applyinganddoing something
to bring out the anticipated result, and thereby,
testing the hypothesis.
The first phase indicates the state of mind important
for the engagement in the inquiry: a sense of dis-
equilibrium. The second phase normally occurs
through individual reflection that coaching clients
may undertake as part of their normal reflective
practice prior to coaching (Scho¨n, 1987; Gray, 2007),
resulting in the realization that additional perspec-
tives are needed to make progress. We see Phases 3
and 4 taking place during the coaching sessions,
where the client explores the situation in order “to
make sense,” but doing so “in the light of what other
people have concluded in similar circumstances”
(Pring, 2014: 65). The5thphase is action: The clients’
application of ideas generated in the coaching ses-
sion to actual situations. Results arising are further
explored in the following sessions to assess the
consequences of the action or to create material for
continuation of the inquiry.
Understanding the coaching process as an inquiry
according to Dewey’s analysis (1938) has important
implications for both theory and practice. First, it
suggests a potential explanation for those situations
when coaching is unsuccessful (Rogers, 2012;
Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015). The first item of
the inquiry that we call “disequilibrium” addresses
the issues with incentives for coaching. Apart
from the skills of the coach and quality of coaching
relationship, various studies show that the client’s
so-called “readiness to change,” which strongly in-
fluences the quality of their engagement and com-
mitment, is one of the most important factors in the
successful outcome of coaching (MacKie, 2015;
Rogers, 2012; Myers, 2017). However, what consti-
tutes such readiness, and how it is associated with
the immediate situation, is far from clear and is still
subject to debate (Brug, Conner, Harre, Kremers,
McKellar, & Whitelaw, 2005; Baron & Morin, 2009;
MacKie, 2015; Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015).
The progress made in understanding “readiness”
is slow because the attempts to explain it are stuck
within the old psychological paradigm of seeing this
phenomenon as located within the individual
(Avolio & Hannah, 2008). In contrast, conceptualiz-
ing the coaching process as a form of Deweyan in-
quiry implies that the client’s readiness is embedded
in the situation. It suggests that any successful
coaching engagement requires a state of mind in the
client generated by their confrontation with an in-
determinate complex situation and accompanied by
the doubt that current beliefs and habits are suffi-
cient for future actions. Without such a state of mind
in the client, coaching falls short of the drive and
energy required for productive work. For example,
when coaching is offered as part of the “executive
package” or leadership program, and clients do not
experience the situation as described above, the
process struggles to stay meaningful, and this is a
subject of regular concern for coaches (Rogers, 2012;
Athanasopoulou&Dopson, 2015;Myers, 2017). This
way of conceptualizing coaching readiness suggests
that coaching “starts before it starts,” and the quality
of contracting for it has to be discussed in this light
both in coaching practice and in coaching education.
This repositioning of the coaching process also sug-
gests different research questions and potentially
new propositions about the conditions for effective
coaching.
Another explanation for issues affecting the qual-
ity of coaching can be explained by identifying
missing phases in the inquiry process. Hildebrand
(2013: 69) reminds us that by describing the pattern
of inquiry Dewey did not mean “to describe how
people always think but rather how theywould think
if they followed more exemplary kinds of inquiry,
like those found in the empirical sciences.” It is
possible to postulate then that coaching may not be
as effective as it could be if not all the phases of in-
quiry were present in the coaching process. For ex-
ample, if the initial goal of coaching presented by the
client is taken for granted, and the process moves
swiftly to generating options (hypotheses for how the
goal can be reached) but misses the phase of identi-
fying and clarifying the problem, the process may
become superficial and focused on marginal issues
that may not need to be the object of inquiry in the
first place (Clutterbuck & Spence, 2017). This way of
conceptualizing organizational coaching has imme-
diate implications for practitioners and educators
of coaching.
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Reflecting as a form of learning.The next area of
application of the pragmatist notion of inquiry to
coaching is the process of reflecting, which is con-
sidered to be a cornerstone activity of coaching
(Gray, 2007; Cox, 2013; Athanasopoulou & Dopson,
2015). Although the essential role of reflecting is
recognized in coaching literature, how it operates
in practice has had less attention (Cox, 2013). In
Dewey’s work, however, we find a description of not
only the way reflection/inquiry operates in terms of
phases, as outlined in the previous section, but also
in terms of principles that provide a broad psycho-
logical framework of attitudes and conditions im-
portant for the quality of this process.
Rodgers (2002: 845) describes Dewey’s four crite-
ria of reflection in this way:
(1) Reflection isameaning-makingprocess thatmoves
a learner from one experience into the next with
deeper understanding of its relationshipswith and
connections tootherexperiencesandideas. It is the
thread that makes continuity of learning possible,
and ensures the progress of the individual and ul-
timately, society. It is a means to essentially moral
ends.
(2) Reflection is a systematic, rigorous, disciplined
wayof thinking,with its roots in scientific inquiry.
(3) Reflection needs to happen in community, in
interaction with others.
(4) Reflection requires attitudes that value the per-
sonal and intellectual growth of other.
It could be argued that all these principles are es-
sential for any genre of coaching and are often rec-
ognized as such (Cox & Jackson, 2014; Berger, 2012;
Hunt & Weintraub, 2004). However, some of the el-
ements in these principles can be observed in dif-
ferent types of coaching more than in others. For
example, the elements that emphasize personal and
intellectual growth and the progress of the individ-
ual, andultimately society, aremore explicitly stated
in developmental coaching in comparison to per-
formance or skills coaching (Cox & Jackson, 2014;
Bachkirova, 2011; Berger, 2012). When coaches de-
velop a rationale for their approach to practice,
these differentiators can be used for making the
offering more explicit. More importantly, these
principles can be useful for coaching educators in
the design of programs that are consistent, not only
in terms of structured knowledge and honing of
practical skills, but also grounded in wider human
values.
Coaching relationship as the essential condition
for coaching. A final feature of the coaching
engagement that is touched on by the idea of coach-
ing being an inquiry follows directly from Rodgers’
third criterion above (2002: 845). It speaks directly to
the nearly universal acceptance of the importance of
the coaching relationship for a successful coaching
outcome (Hunt & Weintraub, 2004; de Haan &
Gannon, 2017; Myers, 2017). Such a prominent role
for the coaching relationship might be about the
value of considering the situation that is the focus of
the coaching engagement from as many angles as
possible. As suchWeick (2008), following ideas from
William James, argues, “we must actively and con-
tinually solicit the input of others, and be willing to
revise our own viewpoints accordingly” (2008: 91).
This, however, is only one kind of benefit that the
coaching relationship can provide. It cannot, by
itself, explain the scale of support for this factor that
is evident in both the conceptual literature and
empirical studies of coaching (e.g., Wilson, 2007;
Rogers, 2012), also considering that the relation-
ship is often described in terms, such as rapport,
bonds, trust, transparency, commitment, etc., that,
in themselves, require further explanation as to
how they are manifested or achieved (de Haan &
Gannon, 2017).
We propose that the effect of the coaching rela-
tionship is due to the client and coach essentially
becoming a small but, therefore finely tuned, com-
munity of inquiry: an idea that consistently features
throughout the writings of Peirce, James, and Dewey
(Buchler, 1955; Campbell, 1995). This idea empha-
sizes that understanding and knowledge can only
emerge from communal enterprise and cannot be the
product of individuals removed from social engage-
ment. We believe that trust and rapport are by-
products of closely working together on a topic of
inquiry that is important for the client. Some support
for this position can be found in recent research on
the coaching relationship (Grant, 2014; Gessnitzer &
Kauffeld, 2015). The features of the relationship that
were most associated with the outcome of coaching
were not so much about esoteric “bonding,” but
concerned with goal- and work-focused coaching
relationships.
We argue that for practitioners and educators,
conceptualizing the coaching relationship as joint
inquiry, in line with the pragmatist concept of com-
munity of inquiry, highlights a dimension and focus
for improvement that is potentially far more useful
than currently emphasized alternatives. For exam-
ple, de Haan and Gannon (2017: 198) note in their
analysis of various studies on coaching relation-
ships, that each client requires “unique tailoring of
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the bond in the coaching relationship,” something
that seems to remain “esoteric” and vague. In con-
trast, according to a pragmatic attitude, the focus
of the coaching relationship shifts to more con-
crete activities that are recognizable as inherently
“coaching,” such as listening, questioning, reason-
ing, deliberating, challenging, developing the cli-
ent’s problem-solving capacity and (importantly),
considering the effects of these on their interaction.
“[O]pening up the situation to increasingly com-
plex and nuanced observations, thoughts, feelings,
and so forth” (Rosenbaum, 2015: 328) enhances
understanding not only of the situation, but also of
how both client and coach make meaning. This
mutual understanding and consideration of the ef-
fects of their actions on the quality of their re-
lationship are tangible factors that consequently
facilitate the development of relationships. This is
something concrete that coaching educators can
focus on when they engage their students in learn-
ing about the coaching relationship.
As mentioned before, we do not see joint inquiry
as a description of what the coaching relationship
must necessarily be, but how it would become if the
engagement between the coach and client is fully
effective. Naturally, it should be acknowledged that
there are many complex factors that could un-
dermine coaching as a joint inquiry, such as con-
flict of interests (Iordanou, Hawley, & Iordanou,
2017); power relations (Garvey, 2011; Welman &
Bachkirova, 2010); organizational politics in the
three-way contracts (Korotov, Florent-Treacy, Kets
de Vries & Bernhardt, 2012), and so forth. In fact,
organizational issues are nearly always not only the
context of coaching, but essential elements of the
situation that the client perceives as a disequilibrium
which leads to the readiness for coaching and be-
comes the theme of coaching conversations (Garvey
et al., 2014). Organizational sponsors for coaching
are not part of the joint inquiry unit, but the re-
lationshipwith them is an integral factor in creating a
successful joint inquiry prior to the coach starting
one-to-one work with the client.
The Ultimate Aim of Organizational Coaching
The second example of how pragmatist thought can
advance the theoretical understanding of organiza-
tional coaching is related to an issue rarely addressed
in any explicit way in the literature of organizational
coaching: the question of what coaching is for. A
possible explanation for the lack of attention to this
topic is that it inevitably takes the debate into the
realm of human values and moral and ethical ques-
tions: a domain of philosophical concerns from
which easy answers are rarely forthcoming. Any at-
tempts to address this topic tend to acknowledge
several aims rather than an overarching purpose. For
example, Cox et al. (2014a) drawing on the three
paradigms of practice in HRD by Bates and Chen
(2004)—to encourage learning, to increase perfor-
mance, and to enhancemeaning inwork—argue that
various types of coaching are used to serve these
general aims. Such multiple aims do not present a
problem, providing they maintain compatibility.
However, the need for overarching purpose becomes
significant when any of these aims start to contradict
another.
For instance, it is possible to identify a number of
intrinsic and persisting debates in the coaching field
that could already benefit from taking a broader
philosophical perspective on the value and purpose
of organizational coaching. In this regard, the in-
sights that philosophical pragmatism provides into
the way humans learn and act facilitates an oppor-
tunity for educators to offer more specific guidance
to students. Such debates include “non-directivity
of coaches” versus “coach as an expert” (e.g., Joseph,
2014;Wilson, 2007;Rogers, 2012);“individual agenda”
versus “organization agenda” for coaching assignments
(e.g., Segers, Vloeberghs, Henderickx, & Inceoblu,
2011; Hawkins & Smith, 2013; Athanasopoulou &
Dopson, 2015); and the choice of criteria for ef-
fectiveness of coaching (e.g., Grant, 2013). The
issues represented by these debates are inter-
connected because they require identifying crite-
ria that determine which actions of the coach
can be considered as desirable and “working” in a
given context.
For example, a well-established discourse of coach-
ing concerns the importance of the self-determination
of the client, which is associated with person-
centered approaches (Joseph & Bryant-Jefferies,
2007; Joseph, 2014). The coach refrains from ex-
plicitly influencing how clients perceive and deal
with their issues and life tasks, believing that clients
already possess the resources needed to act
(e.g., Rogers, 2012; Wilson, 2007). Only the client
should determine the content of the coaching con-
versation, and the coach facilitates the process of
meaning-making and planning of actions (Cox &
Jackson, 2014). There are other conceptualizations of
organizational coaching, for example, those inheri-
ted from consulting or psychotherapeutic practices,
in which the expertise of the coach plays a more
prominent role. For example, in psychoanalytic
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coaching, Arnaud (2003) argues a coach has knowl-
edge that is above that of the client, which should be
utilized to guide the client to develop their thinking
“in the direction judged pertinent.” In this expert-
based position, the coach is expected not only to
explain the origin of the clients’ problems (Arnaud,
2003: 1143), but to also indicate preferable courses
of action. This latter discourse is less popular, as
coaches recognize the importance of the need for
autonomy in the motivation of action (Deci & Ryan,
2000; Spence & Deci, 2013) and make the assump-
tion that the client is more likely to persevere
with a course of action that has been self-initiated
(Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015).
However, from thepositionof theultimate aims of
coaching, this idea of the client being themain judge
of what is needed and what works might still be
questionable. It explicitly privileges the individual
context in terms of determining and evaluating po-
tential outcomes, which may lead to coaching being
in service of too narrow utilitarian needs and perhaps
justifies accusations aimed at the coaching industry
concerning disastrous decisions leaders sometimes
make while being coached. In a theoretical value-
oriented argument set by Bachkirova et al. (2017b),
this can be seen as an expression of value-neutral in-
strumentalism, a philosophical position that creates
many problems in the education and assessment of
coaches, but also in relation to the evaluation of ethi-
cal decisions in complex situations. According to
the value-neutral instrumentalist, coaching is seen
as “a professional service provided to clients in order
for them to achieve their goals, whatever these
goals might be” (p. 36, emphasis added).
In contrast, there are well-known figures in the
fieldwho advocate the role of coaches in expanding
the client’s responsibility for wider organizational
and societal needs (Hawkins & Smith, 2013), or
influencing leaders in becoming, for example,more
spiritually oriented (Whitmore, 2008). These the-
oretically consistent, but ideologically driven po-
sitions clash with the cherished principles of
autonomy and self-determination of the client.
They might also present a problem when organi-
zational needs are strongly prioritized in three-way
contracts by shaping individuals according to the
organization’s short-term needs, thereby stifling
those who might otherwise be able to challenge the
status quo and bring new ideas with wider and
long-term consequences (Garvey, 2011; Shoukry,
2017).
To overcome the disjunctive nature of these de-
bates, benefit could be gained from a higher order of
conceptualization and adopting wider perspectives,
such as a holistic view on the relationship between
ends and means and the potential direction of the
learning process humanbeings undergo: a key aspect
of John Dewey’s formulation of philosophical prag-
matism. Dewey argues against the separation of
“means” from “ends,” seeing them as “intrinsically
continuous” (1916). According to him, to define
these relationships as being in some way antagonis-
tic does not do justice to the continual adjustment to
circumstances that typifies most action. For exam-
ple, Pring (2014), in developing Dewey’s position,
notes that “the more observant one is of the present
circumstances the more alternatives one sees as
possible outcomes—the more connection one will
see the ‘end-in-view’ to have with other events”
(2014: 43). At no stage can it be said “mission ac-
complished” because what previously had been an
“end-in-view” may become a stage in some further
activity. In line with this argument, coaching could
be seen as both ameans and an end: as a processwith
goals emerging, being pursued, and transforming
into new ones as part of the process (Clutterbuck &
Spence, 2017).
This view on means and ends then has to be
combined with another of Dewey’s central ideas
concerning the natural human disposition to inquire
and to learn as being a key feature of the organism’s
survival strategies evolved to adapt to changing cir-
cumstances (Dewey, 1916). This needs to be further
contextualized by understanding the human organ-
ism as not only biological, but also an intensely so-
cial being that, through interaction with others,
accumulates the “wisdom of the race” that enables it
to grow as a living, experiencing, and problem-
solving entity (Pring, 2014: 45). Dewey (1916) argued
that the act of living requires the interaction of this
received wisdom and acknowledgment of learning
from others with a continuous engagement and ac-
tive experimentation with life tasks. Without this
interactive dynamic process, our experiences would
“remain hermeneutically sealed off from each other”
(Pring, 2014: 48), an outcome thatwould lead to their,
and our, impoverishment. In this light, coaching
provides an additional opportunity for such in-
teractions, thereby facilitating the means for the
sharing of current concerns and encouraging experi-
mentation with the world by means of new actions
(Cox, 2013; Bachkirova, 2011; Bennett & Campone,
2017). This allows us to frame coaching as one of the
many interactional and experimentation opportuni-
ties in the natural process of learning in a social con-
text: a joint and active inquiry.
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In addition to seeing learning as a natural adap-
tation, Dewey postulates that living and learning
transform our experiences leading to a continu-
ously increasing maturity of the individual that is a
life-long process (Dewey, 1916). Most importantly,
according to Dewey, this growth has no end other
than further growth: “Our net conclusion is that life
is development, and that developing, growing, is
life” (Dewey, 1916: 50). Although his argument was
related to education as growth, the same could
be argued in relation to coaching as a particular
type of individually facilitated type of learning
(e.g., Bachkirova, 2011). By providing a tailor-made
opportunity for processing, reformulation, and
transformation of experience, coaching facilitates
the development of the client’s capability to deal
with further experiences and to adapt to new situ-
ations. Following Dewey’s statement about educa-
tion, we re-state that the aim of coaching at every
stage is “an added capacity for growth” (Dewey,
1916: 54). Therefore, in affirming this as one of the
main intentions of coaching, pragmatism suggests a
legitimate moral end that could be owned by
coaches (Dewey, 1920, 2004: 102):
The end is . . .. the active process [our emphasis] of
transforming the existent situation. Not perfection as
a final goal, but the ever-enduring process of perfect-
ing, maturing, refining is the aim in living. Honesty,
industry, temperance, justice, like health, wealth and
learning, are not goods to be possessed as they would
be if they expressed fixed ends to be attained. . . .
Growth itself is the only moral ‘end’.
As an expression of the principle of devel-
opmentalism (Bachkirova et al., 2017b), it helps to
acknowledge the ultimate value of coaching as
growth through “gradualmaturing of our capacities
as species for adaptation” (Pring, 2014: 137). This
does not undermine the self-determination of cli-
ents or the importance of their agenda. The client
still determines the focus of inquiry by bringing to ex-
plore her indeterminate situation that created the
initial disequilibrium. The coach, however, looks at
this situation as an opportunity not just to solve a
particular problem, but also to extend the client’s
overall capacity to make meaning and address any
other situations: “the development of an ever more
comprehensive and accommodating organization of
experience” (Pring, 2014: 142).
Affirmation of growth as both the means and the
end of coaching is not only compatible with various
approaches to coaching, but can also be utilized
to unite and integrate them (Kegan, 1982; Cook-
Greuter, 1999; Bachkirova, 2011). The goals of these
approaches can thenbe seenasmilestones that clients
can reach in the process of growth and development,
with each variation adding an important capability to
be built upon for the next stage of the process.
This captures the influence of evolutionary theory
upon pragmatism. Organizational coaches already
act as if there is a gradual maturing of capacities as
species for adaptation, including the increase of
sensory and reflective capacities (Cox et al., 2014b;
Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015; Western, 2012). It
would be more consistent if they then own devel-
opment as an ultimate purpose of coaching, which
would align them, by default, with a Deweyan
pragmatist perspective. This does not need to be
expressed in any controversial teleological sense
with a predetermined end state, but as a sociobio-
logical drive to learn, which does not stop in adult-
hood. Psychological development is open-ended
with infinite unfolding potential in the same way as
any learning process (Dewey, 1916). It happens in
response to living in and acting in and on this world.
It is influenced by many internal and external fac-
tors, and thus, happens at a different pace for dif-
ferent people. As development is a natural process,
the amplifiers of this process, such as people and
events, are also natural.
Practicing in Diverse Ways:
A Pragmatic Epistemological Attitude
In the previous section, we described two examples
of using pragmatist concepts for conceptualizing
coaching in organizations in the most generic way,
suggesting concepts that we believe can serve as
building blocks toward the eventual formulation of
the identity of this practice. At the same time, earlier
in the article, we acknowledged that coaching prac-
titioners come from different backgrounds and work
in many different ways (see Table 1), and the di-
versity of influences on coaching approaches is still
growing. Arguing for the importance of the dialogue
between diverse traditions in the development of
theoretical knowledge, we suggested that philo-
sophical pragmatism provides a theoretical frame-
work to do just this. However, we also believe that
pragmatism has already something useful to offer to
coaches and students when they engage in reflexive
activities, develop the rationale for their approaches
to practice, and construct their role as practitioners.
In this section, we provide an example of how a
pragmatic epistemological attitude can be used
when dealing with specific conceptual clashes of
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values that various perspectives advocate, as well as
for coping with the inconsistent messages they gen-
erate (Western, 2012). We focus only on one di-
mension of differences that we believe is intersecting
in relation to all others: that which differentiates the
“modernist” and the “postmodernist.” This attitude
can also be useful for dealing with other dimensions
of differences and enabling learning from a wider
range of other influences on organizational coaching.
That practitioners will be influenced, as anybody
will be, by a whole range of historical, cultural, po-
litical, psychological, and professional factors when
developing their models of practice, is inevitable
(Garvey et al., 2014;Western, 2012). Such influences
are manifested in conflicting worldviews, or “world
hypotheses,” as Stephen Pepper called them (1942),
such as the ongoing confrontation between “mod-
ernism” and “postmodernism,” or “positivism” and
“constructivism,” that are currently present in the
professional world and academic discourse. As a
consequence of this, practitioners’ values and epis-
temological attitudes, whether acknowledged or not,
may become attuned to these worldviews in various
proportions and manifested simultaneously. A fo-
cused awareness of this phenomenon can reveal that
these sets of values are often in conflict when practi-
tioners construct their identity as coaches (Western,
2012; Bachkirova, 2016a).
In Bachkirova’s (2016a) analysis of literature and
documents created by professional bodies, these
contradictory values and corresponding behaviors of
coaches are shown in the first two columns of
Table 2. Bachkirova suggested seeing the expression
of these concurrent influences on the organizational
coach as the coexistence of twodifferent subselves in
the practitioner’s role. Each takes the lead in differ-
ent periods and situations of the coaching relation-
ship. Bachkirova called these a competent self and a
dialogic self (Bachkirova, 2016a), whereby competent
self is an expression of modernist values, and dialogic
self indicates a tendency toward postmodernist views.
In extending this view and following Fishman’s
(1999) suggestions that pragmatism is a “third way”
in comparison to modernism and postmodernism,
we postulate the existence of a pragmatic self in the
coach that reflects an appreciation of the main fea-
tures of pragmatism. As with the other “subselves,”
the pragmatic self becomes present at those situa-
tions where this subself of the coach is called upon.
Therefore, the third column (Table 2) describes the
way this pragmatic self may be different from the
competent and dialogic selves, and how it provides
an additional choice for making sense of the role of
the coach by integrating the idea of action more
explicitly.
For example, the pragmatic self suggests embracing
the need for experimentation and action as a di-
versification in the coach repertoire of roles with a
subtle shift from the coach taking responsibility for
added value to the coaching process by using her
expertise (competent self). It also indicates a shift
from rejecting the idea of expertise, and with this,
TABLE 2
Comparison Between Competent, Dialogic, and Pragmatic Selves. (Adapted and extended from Bachkirova, 2016a)
Aspects Competent Self Dialogic Self Pragmatic Self
Role of the coach Expert at least in the process of
coaching
Partner in a dialogue Co-experimenter
Skills and tools Are the main assets of the coach Are secondary in comparison to a
meaningful conversation
Are means for experimenting
Concerned with Good practice, effectiveness, impact Joined meaning-making in the session New ideas for responding to client’s
situation
Coaching
relationship
Is a means for successful work
(development of trust)
Is a purpose in itself: A model of
meaningful dialogue
A product of working collaboratively
Communication
is
Dialectic (dealing with explicit
meaning of statements)
Dialogic (attending to implicit
intentions behind words)
Enacted (use of meaning is explored
in relation to action)
Aiming for Resolutions and action points Often does not lead to closure and/or
appreciate the value of issues
remaining unresolved
Extended ability to cope with issues
and to act
Evaluation Is important as a proof of good work Is seen as a disruption from learning Can be useful if designed for
improvement of action
Potential
problems
Excessive structures and frameworks
may stultify the process and reduce
creativity
Coaching process without structures
could become circular without
benchmarks for progress
The criteria for success might not be
explicit
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only focusing on the development of the conversa-
tion (dialogic self). The differences would also be
noticeable in the focus of attention by coaches
shifting from good practice and impact on the one
hand (competent self) and from only meaning-
making in a conversation on another hand (dialogic
self) to the generation of new ideas for the client’s
actions (pragmatic self).
In addition, we believe that pragmatism can offer
even more than an alternative to the competent and
dialogic self within this intersecting dimension of
differences. The pragmatic epistemological attitude
also suggests how the divergent suggestions that
follow from each self can be integrated and used
when appropriate in different situations. Being plu-
ralistic and inclusive, pragmatism allows “a space
for maneuver” and flexibility in beliefs while also
providing a coherent approach based on the impor-
tance of action. For example, “skills and tools” of the
coach that are very important for a competent self,
but not important or even distracting for a dialogic
self, become a means for experimentation for a
pragmatic self. This does not preclude the use of
techniques as an important element of practicewhen
a competent self is called upon, but subordinates
techniques to a more important purpose. When a
dialogic self is engaged, pragmatism offers the use of
techniques only when it is justified by the need to
bring the conversation to active experimentation.
This suggests that there are multiple ways of engag-
ingwith the client that are available to the coach, and
their value for coaching outcomes is determined by
the opportunity for the client to generate new ways
to act: an essential aim of the pragmatic self.
In the same way we believe that the adoption of
an overarching pragmatic attitude by the coaching
practitioner would facilitate sensitivity toward any
alternative values and attitudes in addition to the
distinctions discussed above. Allowing for the di-
versity of different traditions and modalities of
coaching as a variation of their own subselves may
encourage awareness of multiple influences and
help coaches recognize the complexity of their
practice and to critically evaluate various discourses
and traditions without dismissing their benefits.
This attitude would also be useful in evaluating the
quality and relevance of knowledge presented in
academic journals. Coaches and students may be
able to recognize howcertain values andworldviews
shape this knowledge and learn to “recalibrate
the message” by recognizing the particular lens
of the author. This should encourage appreciation of
the strengths of an argument while also engendering
caution toward “questionable practices” associated
with different traditions in publications (Butler,
Delaney, & Spoelstra, 2017). Similarly, a pragmatic
attitude would be very welcome in relation to
the controversies and debates concerning the pro-
fessionalization of coaching and the various activi-
ties of the relevant professional bodies (Garvey,
2011; Gray, 2007; Bachkirova & Lawton Smith, 2015;
Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2015).
CONCLUSIONS
We argued that the philosophy of pragmatism (in its
“classical formulation”) offers a broad and deep
conceptual framework that complements contem-
porary efforts of coaching scholars in furthering the
theoretical understanding of coaching in organiza-
tions. Our personal preference for pragmatism in the
development of coaching as a discipline is also
fueled by an awareness of the increasing need in
general for constructive dialogue in all areas of life,
given the current state of the world. The pragmatic
stance seems to be particularly germane in situations
where there is a lack of communication and un-
derstanding between different groups of people, and
where clashes of perspectives occur. With its ac-
knowledgment of the fallibility of knowledge and
the partiality of different perspectives, the prag-
matic stance encourages keeping dialogue open
and greater “interaction with ‘otherness’” (Kelemen
& Rumens, 2008: 49).
For establishing the identity of organizational
coaching in particular, we have argued that at this
stage of the process, recognizing the complexity of
practice and acknowledging the multiplicity of
coaching approaches is more productive than try-
ing to arrive at definitional clarity or any defini-
tive integration of diverse views. As theoretical
understanding of organizational coaching is still a
“work in progress,” we advocate a pragmatic epis-
temological attitude that accommodates the use of
different methodologies, pragmatic case studies,
new ideas to encourage the continuation of dialogue
and the keeping of minds open; always the best
strategy for developing a new discipline, and not a
bad strategy for intellectual inquiry, full stop.
For further theorizing of organizational coaching,
we introduced a pragmatist understanding of the
role of action as an essential element of the coach-
ing process. Our interpretative analysis served to
demonstrate the value of seeing the coaching pro-
cess as a joint and active inquiry for both educa-
tors and coaches. We believe that conceptualizing
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organizational coaching as an end and means for
individual development is also a substantial contri-
bution, as it legitimizes coaching as a practice in
service of psychological growth on a large scale in-
stead of the misleading simplicity of value-neutral
intervention. If followed through, this should
establish an ambitious premise for the direction and
criteria of progress in organizational coaching as-
signments, and it needs to be incorporated by edu-
cators, practitioners, and policy makers. We hope
that coaches who work on their models of practice
would see that the pragmatic epistemological attitude
offers a unique opportunity for flexibility while also
providing a coherent standpoint for understanding
their roles.
Finally, we recognize that in trying to paint a pic-
ture of such magnitude, it is inevitable that some
ideas have only being sketched rather than fully de-
veloped. In terms of research, we would love to see
rich empirical data supporting or questioning the
theoretical position set here. For examples, qualita-
tive investigations could focus on the experience of
joint inquiry and what makes it really “joint.” The
phenomenon of the multiple self of the coach needs
to be explored through both self-reflection and con-
sideration of the observers’ perspective. However,
our main intention here was to stimulate and en-
courage further conceptual work on organizational
coaching. It is our hope, therefore, that the proposed
ideas will be picked up by others and taken further,
sideways or even in the opposite direction; better
still if this is done in the spirit of philosophical
pragmatism.
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